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Pro Tool Reviews Gives High Marks to STINGER® CS150B Cap Stapler from National Nail
Grand Rapids, MI – In a recent published test of National Nail’s STINGER brand CS150B Cap Stapler, Pro Tool
Reviews has substantiated product claims and given the cap stapler one of its highest ratings. The test
program includes five criteria: Build Quality, Feature Set, Ergonomics, Performance and Value, with a possible
5 stars in each. The CS150B averaged 4.5 Stars with a final summary stating, “For roofing and wrapping
homes, you'll need capped fasteners. Although there are plenty of options on the market at this point, the
CS150B Stinger Cap Stapler might make a pretty compelling case for being the best.”
“We are very pleased that our recently enhanced CS150B has earned such a high rating in an independent
contractor test by Pro Tool Reviews,” said Roger Szotko, Product Manager. “It validates our commitment to
making a cap stapler that is even more efficient and easier to use with significant time savings on each job.”
STINGER’s newly upgraded 18-gauge CS150B Cap Stapler improves performance with easier loading, longer
tool life, and tool-free adjustable exhaust. Shooting 200 caps and 200 staples before reloading, the versatile
cap stapler also provides a wider range of operating pressure (up to 110 psi) which makes it ideal for installing
roofing underlayments, house wrap, and foamboard. The MSRP is $229.95.
According to Pro Tool Reviews’ product tester Garth Remick, supervisor for Joe Goldsmith Construction in
Central Florida., “With well over an inch of staple length variability, it’s likely that this {STINGER CS150B} will
be on the only fastening gun you need.”
Remick said reloading was easy, there were no jams and the speed was evident immediately. “I hooked up
the CS150B and got to work. I loved the light, compact profile right away. The gun works quickly – so quickly,
in fact, that I started to push it a little,” he said. “Stinger’s five-cap-staples-per-second claim is no joke. I rapidfired about thirty of them and the gun didn’t jam. Not a shabby start at all. The gun never jammed during the
rest of my review period.”
The Stinger CS150B shoots several sized 18-gauge staples with full 1” plastic caps in either bumpfire or
sequential modes. It is ready to go out of the box with everything in place, including a pre-installed belt hook
and air fitting, and a durable carrying case.
To learn more about the versatile CS150B cap stapler, visit www.STINGERWORLD.com or call 1-800-746-5659.
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About National Nail:
National Nail Corp., headquartered in Grand Rapids, Mich., is an employee-owned manufacturer and distributor
of high quality, innovative building products and service solutions for the residential and commercial
construction industries. Other National Nail brands include PRO-FIT® (packaged, bulk and collated fasteners),
and CAMO® Deck Fastening System – Edge, Face and Clips; Premium Deck, Premium Trim, Composite, and
Structural Screws.

